R/V PATRICIA CAMPBELL
OYSTER RESTORATION VESSEL

- Crane with 2-ton capacity for lifting cages of shell or bundles of reef balls
- Bow-mounted GPS for pinpoint mapping
- Open deck for ReefBall deployment or more hoppers holding up to 1000 bushels of spat-on-shell
- Hydraulic rams tips hoppers to feed shell into built-in conveyor belt
- Tunnel drive props creates 4.5' draft for shallow reef construction
- Spat-on-Reef Balls produce 3D reefs
- Oyster setting cage filling hoppers with spat-on-shell
- Spuds anchor boat for pinpoint deployment
- Cabin equipped with elevated helm, shower, 2 bunks, galley & head
- Tender for buoy placement, dignitaries and press
- Spreaders seed spat, oysters evenly on reefs
- Dive platform for monitoring oysters
- Tool Room
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